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Introduction

The Office for the Study of Instruction was formed at the Uni-

versity of Miami in 1963, under a grant from The Fund for the Advance-

ment of Education. Its function is primarily aimed at the improvement

of instruction within the two-year lower-division University College

sequence of courses. Since its inception, the Office has attempted

to facilitate instructional improvement by four basic methods:

(a) evaluation of the on-going programs, (b) development of curricu-

lum, (c) improvement in the use of instruntional technology, and

(when needed) (d) improvement of evaluation and testing procedures.

From the beginning it was apparent that a comprehensive resource

library containing pertinent information on the use and selection

of instructional materials would be required. The present collec-

tion of several thousand items is the direct result of a major effort

that has been made to obtain all related articles, reports, research

studies, and abstracts that were available. As the project progressed,

it soon became evident 'that, rather than a single collection, several

types of materials would be required to fulfill the needs of faculty,

students in the School of Education, and individuals developing re-

search projects.

Four such collections have developed.

1. The Research Library--research, studies, books and general

articles on the use and selection of the various instruc-

tional resources.

2. The Catalogue Library--catalogues of resources and equip-

ment available from commercial sources, both foreign and

domestic.

3. The Program Library -- programmed textbooks and teaching

machines for faculty evaluation and student use.
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4. Resource Library--the standard AV library containing the

instructional materials available at the University. This

library, in its several units, now contains a major slide

collection of over 60,000 items, 8mm and 16mm films, over-

head transparencies, tapes, etc.

As the libraries developed, the need for a simplified information

retrieval system became obvious. Faculty and students interested in

finding materials related to a specific area of concern found the

existing card cataloging system inadequate. Those doing the cataloging

found that, for effective utilization, most items required listing

under many categories with some requiring fifteen or more independent

listings to cover the variables included in the material.

A decision was made to explore and develop a new approach, a

cataloging and information retrieval system that would be both simple

to implement and easy to use. This report covers the development of

this system for the research, programmed materials and catalogue

libraries which, while they will be stored as independent units, have

been combined for practical cataloging purposes. The cataloging

systems for instructional materials, particularly the University's

extensive slide collection, are in the process of development and

will be covered in later reports.

The Problem

In an effort to provide a learning program of maximum effective-

ness, the University has employed various teaching techniques, in-

cluding television, programmed instruction, seminar use of instruc-

tional materials, as well as the various standard projection techniques.

An important facility at the University of Miami is the Learning

and Instructional Resources Center. This octagonal building, now
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five years old, was the first of its kind specifically designed for

television and large group instruction. It houses television studios,

offices for production personnel and large auditorium-type classrooms,

with a combined capacity of 2,400 students.

In its effort to improve the quality of instruction, the Univer-

sity has made a concerted effort to develop new techniques, procedures

and instructional materials, which set purely local requirements for

a library of instructional technology Need indicated that a func-

tional library would have to serve the following purposes:

1. to provide faculty and students directories of resources

available on campus.

2. to provide information on films, slides, and other in-

structional materials available from outside sources.

3. to provide information on the results of experiments

and studies conducted in the area of instructional re-

sources and educational improvement.

A system was required that would not only allow easy access to

the materials but would alloy' the researcher to employ discrimina-

tion in his selection process. In planning the method of retrieval

another key factor was the need for a system that would allow for

utilization without the services of a librarian. Students--some of

them freshmen--and faculty unfamiliar with the library must be able

to find the materials they require without aid and by using specific

variables rather than title, broad subject, or author. Simple divi-

sions of subject matter for shelving were also indicated.

In its early stages of development, a system of letters and

numbers was used to designate the books and major reports. Cross

referencing was a laborious process involving the typing of indi-

vidual cards containing complete bibliographical information for
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each pertinent sub-heading, to allow for research utilization.

During this period, the library had students working on a part-

time basis for its staff. As could be anticipated, as more diverse

items were obtained, the number of uncatalogued acquisitions soon

exceeded the number shelved and thus an ever-growing back-log re-

sulted. It also became necessary to consider some method for speeding

up the shelving process

A computer based system was ruled out by limited funds and the

problems of computer accessibility. The method chosen had to be

applicable to manual operation and the cataloging system simple

enough to be carried out by untrained students and clerical staff

since funds for a fully trained librarian were not available. Flexi-

bility was also an important criterion, as the amount of filed mater-

ial would grow substantially. The present library contains about

3,000 books, documents and periodicals in the fields of instructional

technology and audio-visual instruction.

Faced with these requirements, the collection presented unique

problems not readily solved by any standard method of shelvi: ,, such

as the Dewey Decimal or Library of Congress systems. It was necessary

to arrive at an original system applicable to this type of collection

found, in varying degrees, in more instructional resource or audio-

visual centers--a system that would be simple in both filing and use

and relatively inexpensive to put into operation.

Components of the System

After considering all these elements and surveying the possible

solutions, it was decided to utilize the Royal McBee "Keydex" system;

which contains three major components: a simple but highly accurate

punch machine, sets of file cards, and a light box.
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The cards are used to provide a "peek-a-boo" or light based

retrieval system. They are each 10 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches and are

printed in small squares much like ordinary graph paper. The cards

contain 10,000 of these squares and thus can be utilized in a library

with a maximum of 10,000 items. Larger collections necessitate divi-

sion into smaller components with each item being assigned a number

within this range.

The punch mechanism (see Illustration 1) is on a large flat

glass plate, bordered with metal numbers. The punch, in the center

of the apparatus, is movable, with gauges allowing accurate punching

in thy; desired space. The cards (see Illustration 2) are numbered

at the top and at the left side, so that each small square repre-

sents 'a definite number between 1 and 10,000. The cards are placed

on the flat glass bed under the drill. One operation of the drill--

operated by a foot pedal--can stamp the same number into as many as

forty cards for cross-indexing purposes.
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This means that all cross referencing for a single document can

be done in one operation, reducing substantially the time required

for cross indexing by typing individual cards.

Each card bears a heading in key-word form. For instance, in

cataloging a research study concerned with a branching program on

punctuation, used at the junior college level, in remedial English,

the operator would simply pick out the cards named "research,"

"program-branching," "English," "remedial," "college--lower level"

and, having numbered the book in the program sequence, drill all the

cards with that number in the same operation. Thus when a researcher

selects his variables and places the cards on the light box, those

numbered items with the light showing through contain all his

requirements.

The numbering of each item not only supplies the retrieval system

but a storage system as well. Since the Instructional Resources

library is used for browsing by interested students and faculty

members, it was considered necessary to simulate a hierarchial

shelving system by assigning certain blocs of numbers--from the total

of le,000--to specifically designated areas. (See page 13) This

permits the storage of related items on the same group of shelves.

In assigning numbers, it was also necessary to make some predic-

tion of the direction of future acquisitions, so that enough digits

were provided in each grouping to allow for expansion.

There are now in the library, for instance, about 500 programs

divided among over twenty subject areas. As could be expecteu, the

number of items in each subject area va'ies considerably. There are

a good many sub-headings in the study of the English language--lin-

guistics, poetry, composition, letter-writing, spelling, use of the

dictionary, etc. Comparatively, the number of programs in the art
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field is small. With this in mind, decisions were made for assigning

numbers in various sections. Out of 2,000 numbers assigned to pro-

grams, 500 have been delegated to English. Obviously it can be an-

ticipated that, in time, a second identical library, including all

material written or prepared after a certain date, would be established.

The volumes are placed on the shelves in numerical order. Addi-

tional copies of any book have the assigned number, followed by "a,"

"b," or whatever letter would correspond to the number of the copy.

In order to keep an inventory of the library and to find missing

volumes if necessary, two cards are typed for each acquisition. One

4 x 6 card, filed in numerical order, contains standard bibliographi-

cal information, as well as a list of the cataloguer's cross refer-

encing providing a check list for the punching process and inventory

control.

A second card, 3 x 5, is a standard title card containing author

and file number. This card serves two purposes. (1) It allows a

researcher to locate a specific reference when the title is known,

and (2) it prevents duplicate filing. Thus each item is listed on

two cards, one by number and one by title. Then its number is punched

into as many cross-indexing cards as are required.

Another important aspect of the "Keydex" system is the color-

coding of the "decks" of 100 cards each, with the colored bands

running in sequences of tens. Each of the cards has a wide band of

color at the top right, upon which is a printed number. Numbers from

0 to 9 are on a black band, from 10 to 19 on a brown band, and so on

through a series of colors. Hundreds are indicated by punching out

the required spaces on the tops of the cards. With a little famili-

arity it becomes rather simple for the user to flip through the cards

to the desired number in a few seconds.
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The Cataloging System

To be functional, the "Keydex" system requires a great deal of

precision in setting up the categories for cross referencing and

retrieval. Unlike other approaches, once a cataloging system is

designed, there is no way to expand within the existing number se-

quence. Because of the color coding, no changes can be made within

the number sequence--1-A cannot be inserted between "1" and "2" for

instance. Therefore, the selection of the categories to be used is

of primary and vital concern.

The test of such a system is in its ease of retrieval. During

this phase of development, months have been spent in developing

headings and sub-headings, field testing the system, revising, and

adding new categories. In the process, over 1,000 reports, studies,

and other materials were read and categorized. In the process, new

headings were indicated, problems identified, and revisions made.

Early in the development stage, examination was made of "An In-

formation Indexing, Storage, and Retrieval System for Documents in

the Field of Instructional Technology," by Boyd M. Bolvin and James

D. Finn,' but the approach proposed in this paper was not applicable

for several reasons. The Bolvin-Finn system was designed for eventual

use with the computer, a technique eliminated from consideration by

factors of cost and accessibility. This format also necessitates

expansion within a numbering sequence, which is not applicable in the

"Keydex" materials. And, perhaps most important, the proposed

1 Boyd M. Bolvin & James D. Finn, "An Information Indexing, Storage,
and Retrieval System for Documents in the Field of Instructional
Technology," Instructional Technology and Media Project, School of
Education, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California,
June 1964.
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break-down in subject headings is not particularly pertinent to the

present collection of materials and often appears more complex than

would seem suitable to student users.

For these reasons, it became necessary to develop a system

based on the needs of this particular library. In determining a

numbering sequence for the retrieval cards, much time was taken in

examining the cross referencing categories most used in the existing

files in the library. It was also imperative to provide as much

flexibility for expansion as possible within a somewhat arbitrarily

controlled framework. In its final form, the system includes sixteen

major subject areas. (See page 12)

In determining categories, frequency of use was an important

factor and the terms used had to be those with exact meaning. Since

the titles of the retrieval cards have no relationship to the manner

in which the documents are stored, some short-cuts could be made.

The word "research," for instance, could apply to "ability levels,"

"facilities," "education," or almost any other category in the library.

To cross file under this heading, it is only necessary to know the

format of any report, not the content. The content is punched on

another card which, matched to the card named "research" indicates

that it is a research report on a specific subject. Additional cards

could include grade level, ability level, etc.

The sixteen major areas are broken down into over 430 sub-headings,

Since both research and the possible subjects for education are poten-

tially many-faceted, the "subject" category was put last on the list

so that it could be added to indefinitely. To allow for some internal

growth, empty spaces were left in the numbering system.

The whole approach to this system is visual. For browsers, an

attempt has been made to shelve materials in major areas--television,
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programs in English, etc., catalogues of available films--together.

In the library, all the subjects of the retrieval cards will be

listed alphebetically on large open indexes on upright leaves hanging

page-like from a metal standard. Each item is typed on a thin slip

of heavy paper and fitted into the required space on the index, making

for ease in incorporating additional information at any time.

Once the library user has discovered the placement of the re-

trieval cards pertinent to his inquiry, he can easily assemble all

the pertinent cards.

The indexes are marked not only with the number, but with the

color of the band on which the number is filed. If an individual

requires all available materials on the relationships of intelligence

to student attitudes in the senior high school, he would take card

290 (blue band), card 356 (purple band), and card 24 (red band).

In short, each item in the library is listed on a title card, a

number card showing all categories under which it is cross indexed,

and its number is punched in any of the over 400 category cards which

are pertinent. Thus in a matter of minutes, a researcher can locate

every item in the library that contains the specific combination of

variables he requires. It is the hope of this office that this

system will allow effective and efficient faculty and student

utilization.
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MAJOR CATEGORIES

I. Ability Levels

II. Applications

III. Catalogues E Prices

IV. Class Size

V. Education Levels

VI. Facilities, Design E Components

VII. Guides (Teacher Manuals, Syllabi, Outlines, etc.)

VIII. Instructional Tools & Techniques

IX. Learning

X. Production Techniques

XI. Research

XII. Student Variables

XIII. Teaching

XIV. Testing

XV. Grant Proposals

XVI. Subject Index



ITEM NUMBERING

Catalogues of Instructional Resources

Programs

Mathematics
Engineering
English
Science
Data Processing, Computer
Business
Foreign Language

1 - 999

1,000 - 2,999

Social Science
Industrial Arts
Home Economics
Programing
Other

Programing 3,000 - 3,999

Television 4,000 - 4,999

Education 5,000 - 5,999

Instructional Resources 6,000 - 6,999

Equipment Catalogues .7,000 - 7,999

Facilities 8,000 - 8,999

Miscellaneous 9,000 - 9,999
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Ability Levels.

Disturbed

Gifted

Economic Deprived

Metally Retarded

Multi-racial

Physically handicapped

Blind

Deaf

Superior

Applications (uses)

Catalogues 4 Prices

Class Size

Under 25 students

26- 50

51-149

150 and larger

FILING LIST

For Information Retrieval System

education Levels/Population

Pre-School

Primary

Intermediate

Junior High

Senior High

College - Lower Division

College - Upper Division

14M111,12B_IS/111LE9P1114112.11 (con't)

00

01

02

03

College - Unspecified

College - Graduate

In-Service

Adult

27

28

29

30

04 Trade Schools (Vocational
and Technical) 31

05
Industry 32

06
Drop-Out 33

07

08 Facilities,, Design 4 Components

Auditoriums 40
10

Buildings 41

11 Campus 42

Classrooms 43

Under 60 students 44
12

61 to 100 students 45
13

Large (above 100) 46
14

Components 47
15

Accoustics 48

Air-conditioning 49

20 Lighting 50

21 Seating 51

22 Teaching Units 52

23 Independent-self-study
centers SS

24
Instructional Centers 54

25
Laboratories 55

26

14



Facilities Design & Components
(con't)

Language/Listening

Science

Self-instructional

56

57

58

Grant _ISITsJULLL 60

Guides (Teacher Manuals,
Syllabi, Outlines, etc.) 65

Instructional Tools&Technigues

Use ? Techniques

Catalogues E* Prices

Specific (see Realia)

100

101

Artifacts 102

Audio-visual materials
general 103

Books & Printed mater-
ials 104

Broadcasting 105

AM 106

FM 107

Public-Service 108

Radio 109

Short-Wave 110

Bulletinboards 111

Cameras 112

8mm 113

16mm 114

Cartoons 115

Cartridge Films (see
loop films) 116

15

Instructional Tools & Techniques
(con't)

Chalkboards 117

Chalkboards, magnetic 118

Comics 119

Computers 120

Demonstrations 121

Dioramas 122

Displays 123

Easels 124

Field Trips 125

Film Editing Equipment 126

Films 127

Filmstrips 128

Flannel Boards (felt boards) 129

Flat pictures 130

Graphics 131

Kits 132

Kinescopes 133

Lamps - projector 134

Language Laboratories 135

Language - sign 136

Lantern Slide Projectors 137

Lenses 138

Camera 139

Projector 140

Listening centers 141

Manuals - teachers 142

Maps & Globes 143

Marionettes 144



Instructional Tools & Techniques
(con t)

Microfilms

Microphones

Microscopes

Mimeographing

Models

Motion-picture film

Multi-media

Murals

Museums

Newspapers

Pegboard

Photocopy

Photography

Physiograph

Programmed Instruction

Construction

Linear

Branching (intrinsic)

Programs

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

Programer (program writer,
characteristics & selec-
tion. of) 164

Writing 165

Projectors 166

Filmstrips 167

Filmstrip - slide 168

Lantern-slide (31/4x 4) 169

Loop Films - silent 170
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Instructional Tools & Techniques
(con't)

Loop films - sound

Motion picture

8mm

16mm

171

172

173

174

Opaque 175

Overhead 176

Rear Screen 177

Slide 178

Puppets 179

Radio 180

Realia 181

Recordings 182

Tape 183

Record 184'

Sand Tables 185

Shadow Plays 186

Slides 187

Sound - monaural 188

Sound - stereophonic 189

Tachistoscope 190

Telescope 191

Television 192

Administration 193

Antenna Systems 194

Microwave 195

Network 196

Satellites 197



Instructional Tools & Techniques Learning
(con't)

Activity
Classroom Utilization 198

Association
Closed Circuit 199

Attention
Cost 200

Cognition
Educational 201

Concept
Graphics & Visuals for 202

Confirmation
Instructional 203

Factors
Lesson Development 204

Feedback
Open Circuit 205

Interest
Self-contained
(single room) 206 Inquiry

Staff & Responsibilities207 Learner

Administrators 208 Motivation

Directors 209 Objectives

Engineers 210 Perception

Graphic Artists 211 Practice

Photographers 212 Prompting

Producers 213 Psychology

Teachers, classroom 214 Rate

Teachers, television 215 Reinforcers

Telephone 216 Research

Textbooks 217 Response

Transparencies 218 Overt

Diazo 219 Covert

Heat Process 220 Self-direction

Video Tape 221 Sequences

Window area - design 222 Simulation

Stimulus

17

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276



Production Techniques 280 Teaching (con't)

Parents 313
Research

Procedures 314
Abstracts 285

Recruitment 315
Complete studies 286

Supervision 316
Title VII 287

Teacher Aides 317
Unpublished studies 288

Teacher Attitudes 318

Student Variables Teacher Attributes 319

Attitudes 290 Teacher Performance 320

Backgrounds 291 Teachers 321

Reactions 292 Teacher Shortage 322

Retention 293 Team Teaching 323

Self-concept 294
Testing

Teaching Achievement 350

Classroom 300 Ability 351

Discussion Aptitude 352

Instructor Led 301 College Entrance 353

Student Led 302 Essay 354

Evaluation 303 Graduate Record 355

Faculty 304 Intelligence 356

Group Instruction 305 Interest 357

Guidance 306 Language 358

Improvement 307 Objective 359

Independent Study 308 Personality 360

Inquiry 309
Subject Areas

Lecturing 310
Accounts - school 400

Opportunities 311
Accounting 401

Planning 312
Administration 402

18



Subject Areas (con't)

403

404

Subject Areas (con't)

431

432

Algebra

America

Civics

Civilization

Anxiety 405 Class Scheduling 433

Arithmetic 406 Clouds 434

Art 407 Communication 435

Asia 408 Communism 436

Athletic 409 Community 437

Attitudes 410 Computer - based 438

Audience 411 Computers 439

Audition 412 Conceptualization 440

Audio-visual 413 Conference 441

Automation 414 Copyright 442

Behavior 415 Cost 443

Bibliography 416 Court Decisions A ..p.AAt.,

Biology 417 Creativity 445

Bookkeeping 418 Criticism 446

Book Reviews 419 Cueing 447

Botany 420 Culture 448

Business Education 421 Current Affairs 449

Calculus 422 Curriculum 450

Camera 423 Customer Engineering 451

Change 424 Data 452

Character Education 425 Demonstration 453

Chemistry 426 Dental Laboratory 454

Children 427 Dentistry 455

Cinematography 428 Descriptive Statistics 456

Citizenship 429 Development 457

Civil Defense 430 Diabetes 458
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Subject Areas (con't) Subject Areas (con't)

Dictionary 459 Geography 487

Discipline 460 Geometry 488

Discussion Groups 461 Geology 489

Dramas 462 Glossary 490

Driving 463 Government 491

Dyslexia 464 Government - Federal 492

Education 465 Grammar 493

Egypt 466 Grants 494

Electronics 467 Graphs 495

Employment 468 Group 496

Endoscopy 469 Health Education 497

English Language 470 History 498

Entertainment 471 Home 499

Equipment Operation 472 Home Economics 500

Evaluation (grading 473 Humanities 501

Experimental 474 Illusion of Reality 502

Experimentation - animal 475 Imagination 503

Eye Movements 476 Industrial Arts 504

Fallout Shelters 477 Information 505

Family 478 Inquiry 506

Fantasy 479 Instructional Development 507

Fellowships 480 Journalism 508

Fire 481 Language 509

Foreign Language 482 Language Arts 510

Foundations 483 Latin America 511

French 484 Learning Resources Center 512

Future 485 Legal Right 513

Games, non-academic 486 Liberal Education 514
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Subject Areas (con't) Subject Areas (con't)

Library - Librarian 515 Performance 542

Linguistics 516 Philanthropy 543

Literacy 517 Physical Education 544

Management 518 Physical Science 545

Manual Skills 519 Physiology 546

Mass Media 520 Physics 547

Mathematics 521 Poverty 548

Maturity 522 Prison 549

Mechanics 523 Problems 550

Medicine 524 Programed Instruction 551

Metallurgy 525 Programer (Program Writer) 552

Meteorology 526 Prosody 553

Microscopy 527 Psychiatry 554

Middle East 528 Psychology 555

Military 529 Public Education 556

Morals 530 Public Relations 557

Motion Pictures 531 Punctuation 558

Music 532 Radar 559

Natural Science 533 Radio 560

Newspapers 534 Radiology 561

Nursery Schools 535 Reading 562

Observation 536 Released Time 563

Optics 537 Religion 564

Optometry 538 Religious Differences 565

Oscilloscope 539 Remedial Studies 566

Ownership (programs,
materials) 540

Report 567

Residence 568
Participation 541

Response 569
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ubject Areas (con't) Subject Areas (con't)

Review 570 Values 598

R ural 571 Viewing Hours 599

Rus sian 572 Vision 600

Safe y Patrol 571 Weather 601

Sex 574 Wrestling 602

Simulat ion 575 Writing 603

Social Sc ience 576

Space Perce ption 577

Spanish 578

Speech 579

Speech Improvem ent SAO

Spelling 581

Staff 582

Statistics 583

Student Council 584

Style 585

Surgery 586

Survey 587

Symbolic Logic 5 88

System Design 589

Talk-back 590

Teaching Education 591

Televiewing 592

Television Associations 593

Thinking 594

Trigonometry 595

Underdeveloped Countries 596

Urban 597
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